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UPPER HUTT CITY VS NORTH WELLINGTON
MAIDSTONE PARK - KO 3:00 PM

A message from Mark . . .
The Capital Premier league is very competitive competition and
believe everyone is capable of beating anyone on any given day and
it will be a strongly contested title race.
Unfortunately we have been the Jekel and Hyde team this year, down
one game up the next and if we wish to be taken seriously we will
certainly need to be more consistent with our performances. Last
weekend with the Easter Bunny visiting, it had us playing two games,
Island Bay (0 – 4) on the Friday which we don’t want to dwell on and
Lower Hutt on Monday (3 – 0), with Dave, Jeremy and Benn the
scorers.
This was a much improved performance against what appeared to be
an even younger team than usual from Lower Hutt. We got off to the
perfect start, opening our account in the 2nd minute. The game then
ebbed and flowed but felt we were always in control and we got our
second right on the stroke of half time.
The second half continued in the same vein and if it wasn’t for their
keeper the score could have been much higher than it was.
Today we welcome another title contender in Lloyd and the North
Wellington team who have made a solid start to the season and look
to be scoring goals for fun. They have recruited very well during the
off season, including ex Phoenix / All White player Ben Sigmund.
With players of this calibre playing in the Premier league it can only
improve the standard. I know as a player I would always enjoy the
challenge of pitting myself against that sort of quality.
Hope you enjoy today’s festival of football, with 3 great games to
watch, starting with Wendi and the ladies 1st team (who racked up 20
goals last week) up against Seatoun, followed by us, then rounded up
with the reserves at 5pm against Petone. Finally thanks to our loyal
supporters and good luck to all teams in orange. Look forward to
discussing the game with you in the club afterwards.
Foz
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Reviewing the reserves . . .
After enjoying our first victory
last weekend away at Victoria
University Stallions, the
Reserves look forward to the
late game this evening against
Petone. While it was great to
get our first win, we made life
difficult for ourselves by not
sticking to our strengths and not
demonstrating enough urgency
in the attacking third of the pitch.
What was frustrating about this
performance was that the week prior we were very, very good
against a quality Hooligans side for much of that game.

In my second year coaching the Reserves, consistency of
performance is the one area individuals and the group need to
improve on if we are going to have a successful season. This
proved to be an ‘achilles heel’ for us last season.

I would like to welcome Petone back to Maidstone this
evening. They have had a tough start to the season with three
losses, including a big loss to the Hooligans here. Last season, we
won both games but both were tough games and I expect it will be
no different this evening. In saying this, if we have the same
application and effort that we demonstrated at our last home game,
I am sure we will get the 3 points.

Phil
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OFC final in Auckland & Wellington. . .
For the third year in a row, the OFC Champions
League final will feature Auckland City and
Team Wellington but for the first time the two
clubs will battle it out over two legs.
The first leg of the home-and-away final will be
played at Auckland City’s home ground of
Kiwitea Street on Sunday 30 April at 2pm.
The final match of the 2017 OFC Champions League will be
played at David Farrington Park on Sunday 7 May, kicking off
at 1pm.
Kiwitea Street has seen its fair share of high profile matches,
especially over the past seven years during which time Auckland
City has dominated domestically and regionally.
After hosting its first OFC Champions League match at the
weekend and seeing Team Wellington through to the final with a
comprehensive 7-1 victory over AS Magenta, David Farrington
Park is set to host its first final. Fans of the OFC Champions
League are in for an exciting pair of encounters as the rivalry
between these two sides continues to build. The last major clash
between the pair, the Stirling Sports Premiership final, finished in
Team Wellington’s favour for the second time.
However, in Oceania’s premier international club competition, it’s
Auckland City who hold the record over their opponents with two
consecutive OFC Champions League final victories against Team
Wellington.
Get ready for two weekends of thrilling, entertaining and fastpaced football between the two leading clubs in Oceania right now
– Auckland City and Team Wellington.
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Introducing your teams . . .
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Logan Van Der Vegt
Brandon Postlethwaite
Josh Hinton
Peter Czerwonka
Luke Bradshaw
David Lane
Sam Patterson
Matt Fong
Jeremy Fong
Dan Close
Cameron McLachlan
Joe Sambrooke
Sam Rausch
Bryce Tamahaga
Nathan Woods
James Bennett
Benn Dawson
Ben Wood
Connor McIndoe
Donal Gahan
Simon Rippon
COACHES/ MANAGEMENT
Mark Foster
John Milroy
Hamish McLachlan
Dianne Shirer
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Introducing your teams . . .
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Stuart Dixon
Sam Jorgensen
Ben Sigmund
Peter Howe
Karl Romijn
Patrick O'Keefe
Samuel Gillespie
Darren Cheriton
Kieran Cripps
Callum Goodwin
Sean Clarke
Corey Larsen
Brayden Gibling
Justin Waayer
Sean Leonard
Jono Rayner
Curtis Goodwin
Matt Szeto
Simon Fejos
COACHES/ MANAGEMENT
Lloyd O'Keefe
Matt Adams
David Rayner
Terry Douglas
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Football legends line up for WMG . . .
competitive.”
The Men’s A-Grade Premier 35+ shapes as a great battle. Central
United, with former All Whites Rayner, Mulligan, Paul Urlovic,
Vicelich and former South African international Grant Young and
Auckland City coach Ramon Tribulietx, will fancy their chances of
claiming the title.
They could well have a final meeting with Rangitoto United who
also boast plenty of former internationals in Leigh Kenyon, Jeff
Campbell, Hickey, Graham Pearce, Gerard Davis, Ross Nicholson
and Tim Stevens. Football Ferns coach Tony Readings will be
among those competing when he lines up for Birkenhead United
Men’s B-Grade Competitive over 40s.
In the women’s competition, Ferns Reunited are sure to capture
most of the attention in the Women’s A-Grade Premier 30+. Their
team is stacked full of Ferns like Gregorius, Pam Yates, Cushla
Lichtwark, Dana Humby, Kristy Hill and Rebecca Rolls.
Meanwhile, a few of the older generation of All Whites in former
captain Rodger Gray, Carl Jorgensen and NZ Football Foundation
CEO Noel Barkley will line up in the Kiwi Masters in the Men’s AGrade Premier 50+. Farrow said that player experience is the key
measure for success of the World Masters Games. “If people walk
away from the tournament and they have had a competitive
experience and a positive experience in Auckland then I feel
everyone in our team will feel like they have done their job.”
The football tournament of the World Masters Games will be
contested at QBE Stadium and Westlake Boy’s and Girl’s High
Schools from Saturday 22 April with most of the finals to be
contested on Sunday 30 April.
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Football legends line up for WMG . . .
Some legends of New Zealand Football are preparing to take part
in one of the biggest sporting events in the world in the World
Masters Games this week in Auckland.
Former All Whites like David Rayner, David Mulligan, Ivan Vicelich
and Noah Hickey and ex-Football Ferns like Sarah Gregorius,
Priscilla Duncan, Rebecca Rolls and Kristy Hill are dusting off the
boots to be part of the action.
With more athletes than the Olympics, the World Masters Games is
the single biggest multi-sport event on earth and is being held in
Auckland over 10 action-packed days from 21 April. Recognised
by the International Olympic Committee, the event will bring over
25,000 athletes from 100 countries together with 28 sports and 45
disciplines on offer.
Daniel Farrow, the Head of National Competitions for New Zealand
Football, said Tournament Director Kerry Greene and her team
have been working behind the scenes since June and can’t wait for
the World Masters Games to begin. “We are now getting to the
business end of the tournament and we are looking forward to
welcoming over 2,200 athletes across three football venues to
Auckland,” said Farrow.
“This is a massive event on the world stage. It is a real privilege to
have this in Auckland and for New Zealand Football to be able to
deliver the football tournament.” Farrow said the World Masters
Games is famous for being a great social event, but the standard of
A Grade will be exceptionally high with a number of players who
have competed at the highest level. “This event has attracted a
number of ex-international players across the board, there are a
number of former Ferns and All Whites taking part to add the Kiwi
flavour. They are very much trying to win. There are certain age
groups like the 30s or 40s that are going to be incredibly
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Introducing your teams . . .

GK Cushla Lichtwark

Becky Stewart

9

Kennedy Bryant

8

Bria Sargent

7

Carolyn O'Reilly

6

Lena de Ronde

5

Emma Lavery

4

Katie Barrott

3

CJ Bott

2

10 Sarah Gregorius
11 Bex Jefferies
12 Emma Main
13 Ellen Stirling
14 Grace McRobie
15 Ellen Fibbes
16 Danielle Turton
17 Kassandra Clendon
Coaches/ Mgmt
Wendi Henderson
Lisa Gibson
Sharon Lavery

GK Anna Wittmann-Wenzel
2

Grace Surridge
Bonnie Jansen

4

Tessa McPherson

3
5
6
7
8

9

Juliet Conway
Jacqui Goble
Kelsi Rutene
Cara Chung

Danielle Calautti

10 Chelsea O'Callaghan
11 Annie Olssen
12 Tiff Bock
13 Eve Martin
14 Natiele Johnstone
15 Julia Baldwin
16 Sarah Marsden
17 Megan Willis
18 Danika Chhour
19 Meg Grimmond
20 Molly Newton-Smith
McKenzie Kawana21 Waugh
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22 Jamie Middleton

23 Anilese Breedon
Coaches/Management
Gary Jenkins

A message from Gibby . . .
and singles from Bria Sargent & Carolyn O’Reilly.
Easter Monday had the Prems away to Island Bay at Wakefield
Park looking for their first win of the season. The girls started
strongly, and created 3 fantastic opportunities in the first 20 mins,
with Sydnie Williams netting her first for the season making it 10. We continued to press high, and looked to capitalise on Island
Bays’ mistakes, Sydnie and Zoe Barrott both taking their chances
to take the score to 3-0. Island Bay made some tactical changes
to switch out their quickest attacker and put her in at left back to
combat our attacking threat, which was indicative of the pressure
we were creating, and shortly after Becky Stewarts corner kick
duped an Island Bay defender, forcing her to knock it into her own
net making it 4-0 at half time.
We made several changes of our own at the half, and continued to
push on. Island Bay made more of a game of it in the second half,
pushing 3 up front, and on occasion getting in behind our defence,
however we never truly felt threatened. A quick break and a great
through ball saw Brooke Chandler scamper away from the
defence, and calmly slot past the approaching keeper. The final
score in cold conditions 5-0.
This Saturday the W-League take on Seatoun in what will no doubt
be a hotly contested match, while the Prems take on Vic Uni on the
Sunday.
#bleedorange
Gibby
Kelly Cup – Rebecca Jefferies

Kelly Cup – Rosie Baillie

W-League POD

Premier League POD

Round 3 – Laura Andersen
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A message from Gibby . . .
Good Friday saw the Premier League team face W League
contenders Palmerston North Marist, while the W League team
took on an understrength Wairarapa in the first round of the Kelly
Cup.

It was always going to be a tough ask of the Prems to face up to
PNM, but face up they did. Irrespective of the score, the girls
worked hard as a team and kept their shape and composure, and
at times played a great brand of football. Cam and Jamie had set
a number of team goals for this match and were pleased that the
team stuck to their guns in achieving them, while in the process
managing to rattle their higher league opposition. For perspective,
the final score of 9-0 is on par with some of the lower placed W
League teams, which we should take as a positive for this very
young developing side.
The W League team started their Kelly Cup campaign against
Wairarapa knowing that there were a few missing from their
starting first team. We started quickly, hitting the back of the net
after just 4 mins via Rebecca Jefferies. In quick succession,
Emma Main, CJ Bott, Kennedy Bryant, Bria Sargent and Sarah
Gregorious were on the score sheet making the score 6-0 after
only 20 mins. To Wairarapa’s credit, they never gave up, never
parked the bus, and kept trying to play their style and shape, which
in turn allowed us to play attractive, positive football and to try
different combinations. At half time we made the maximum five
substitutions, and the pleasing thing from a coaching perspective
was that our standard remained high, and we continued to play
good football for a sustained 90 mins. The final score was 20-0,
including 3 hat tricks, (Ellen Stirling, Rebecca Jefferies and Sarah
Gregorious), a brace each for CJ Bott and Kennedy Bryant, 4
goals for Emma Main,
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UPPER HUTT CITY
VS
SEATOUN
1:00 PM MAIDSTONE PARK

